CAPTAIN SULLY

(Terre Roche & Sidiki Conde)

Thank you Spirit in the River for carrying 1549
BARIKA JIRO MALA KALU KAVION NA KANDE ANYE BARIKA
Captain Sully, how'd ya put 1549 in the river so fine?
New York City Dream City everybody's happy here
New York City Dream City everybody's comfortable
New York City Dream City everybody's safe here
Thank you rescue, Jeffrey Skiles thank you
Thank you rescue, Ferry Boat thank you
Thank you rescue, Captain Sully thank you
Thank you rescue, Policeman thank you
Thank you rescue, Fireman thank you
Thank you rescue, Flight Attendants thank you
Thank you rescue, Passengers thank you
SIDIKI'S TRANSLATION OF "CAPTAIN SULLY"
Thank you spirit of the river to carry airplane in the river
Thank you

TOWIA

(Sidiki Conde & Terre Roche)

TOWIA AAH AAH AAH TOWIA
We're workin' together makin' money when the giving time comes
You buy everything for your love
What about me Torry?
What about me Sidiki?

SIDIKI'S TRANSLATION OF "TOWIA"
Asi Lolay you buy fabric named mukodugi give to your love
After you put put a bag on me
If I think of Towia I still cry

DOIN' THE JOB

(Terre Roche & Sidiki Conde)

Nobody's doing the job they want to be do
Don't you see that's the whole problem?
The Waitor wants to be an Actor and the Dentist wants to be a Violinist
The Lawyer wants to be just about anything but a lawyer
Got through law school but lost interest
The Baby wants to be a big girl

and the Teacher wants to be a Performer

The Dancer used to be the thing she always wanted to be
But now she's the Maitre de
The Businessman wants to be a Musician and the Housewife wants to be a Magician
The Doctor doesn't want to be a Physician
But the Restauranteur now he's found the cure for the 9 to 5 blues
But the Messenger doesn't want to bring the news
The Bus Driver wants to win the lottery
And the Thief has to be what he's gotta be
And Nobody wants to be a Bum
The Piano Player wants to beat the drum
Mostly everybody thinks they'd like to be a Star
Except Celebrities in magazines you read

Who say how difficult it is to be the thing they are
And that something else is really what they need
MOSI DE BARA LA WOKO
BARAKO BARA PELE YA
IYANTE TORO YA
BARAKO BARA PELE YA
SIDIKI'S TRANSLATION OF "NOBODY'S DOIN' THE JOB"
Nobody didn’t have a job now
No more jobs
to find a job is hard
Everybody is suffering
No more Jobs

THE WORLD IS NOT A SURPRISE
(Sidiki Conde & Marlon Cherry)
JAN DING DONG SIDI DE KALEFA JAN DING TULONG
JAN DING DONG JAN DING DONG JAN DING TULONG
DOUNUNYA AIJA

JA DUNUNYAYA TENDE WEH

I wake up in the early morning
Look out my window rush hour
Forty-second and Broadway marquee
Godspell and Mama Mia
Some of the people go into the tunnel (their own way)
Some of the people go into the store (photoshop)

Some of the people try to go to the office (for the world)
Some of the people ripping up the street (Lawer)
Some of the people have a beautiful life (Beautiful Life)
Some of the people never go outside (Oh God)
The World Is Not a Surprise

SIDIKI'S TRANSLATION OF "THE WORLD IS NOT A SURPRIZE"
In this world we are many different people. We are fine.
Some people have no eyes. We are fine.
Some people have no ears. We are fine.
Some people have no voice. We are fine.
Some people have no legs like me. We are fine.
Some people have nothing. Some people have everything.
God helps everyone in the world.

TSUNAMI

(Terre Roche & Sidiki Conde)

Don't hold onto money
Take a shower in money

Money is like water
Enjoy it and let it go

My country they found the drug money
They dug it up and started shooting
Put it back in the ground cover it up
NADJA MANA KONO ALUKA DRUG WODI YEN
KA DEN KA SING KA WODI YIN
MURI FA BA SIRAH
ABILA DEN KANKANO FURI CHAKON

Money could be good if it goes where it should go
Let it go where it should go Too much water Tsunami
ABILA DEN KANKANO FURI CHAKON
SIDIKI'S TRANSLATION OF "TSUNAMI"
In my country they find a drug money
They dig it up and start shooting
Put it back in the ground
Cover it

REMEMBER THE ELEPHANT (Cuz She Remembers You)
(Marlon Cherry, Terre Roche & Sidiki Conde)
Elephant, remember the Elephant, cuz she remember you
Let the elephants have their tusks, more precious to them than they are to us
SIM BAKABO HACKALI KADEE
They take care of themselves They build a family
They're good in society in Amboseli
The people have been told to help kill the elephant
Poaching will put you in the middle class
What kind of middle class is that?
Google Amboseli, Kenya!

SIDIKI'S TRANSLATION OF "REMEMBER THE ELEPHANT"
Elephant is big but you got a good mind

SENERO (Sidiki Conde)
SENERO BE BE NI SENERO JA SENELENO DUNIA DIALA
You can put anything into the garbage but you can't put garbage in anything
TAMAJATA TAMA SIM BONDI TAMA

SIDIKI'S TRANSLATION OF "SENERO"

Farmers
Everybody have to work on the farm
Because it is natural food there
If you go to the farm you are going to see rice, yucca, potato
All the natural food.
We have to go work on the farm.
Think you can put anything into the garbage
But you can’t make garbage into anything.
Farm is good.

AMERICAN AUTUMN (Terre Roche & Sidiki Conde)
MOGO YE SI LA DA LA
KOLU TALU CANAME TORO YA BARA SIA YA BARA DE
We want jobs a place to live

Raise our children and to give

Them the confidence they need Make them strong and get them freed
From the cloud that has descended while we looked the other way
And our leaders all pretended they would bring a better day
None of us could have imagined one per cent of ourselves

Putting on a royal pageant while the rest worked on like elves
Even still the people joyful, funeral and wedding day
Till it got so friggin' awful that there was no other way
To be strong and go to work Place to settle down and breathe
All our leaders went berserk And my friend that's why we need
American Autumn

SIDIKI'S TRANSLATION OF AMERICAN AUTUMN
The people on the streets
Listen to their voice
Too much suffering
No more jobs

ALPHA CONDE (Sidiki Conde & Terre Roche)
ALPHA CONDE ALPHA CONDE
NETI DU GA FUINYA PAPA
Why are we singing about this man? Singing about Alpha Conde?
For wanting Democracy in Guinea he was imprisoned by the dictator
But now he's the first elected president.
Guinea is back. Democracy is here.
No more dictator for Guinea (I play Duga for you now Papa)
Reconciliation. Everybody must contribute (for Democracy to work)
.
SIDIKI'S TRANSLATION OF ALPHA CONDE
Alpha Conde Alpha Conde
I play Duga for you Papa

The plants named Dgala live down the river
Same plant Dgala live up the river
They are bigger than others but taste the same
The wood called Dgala I call Baroudgala
Because they not afraid of anything
That is why we play Duga
We cannot Duga for person who have fear
Duga is the song for heros

Alpha Conde Alpha Conde
I play Duga for you Papa
When the hero goes to war
We do the sacrafice of a cow
When we kill the cow we give the head as tribute to Papa
He take it because he is the hero for democracy

Alpha Conde Alpha Conde
You are from Kan Kan
I play Duga for you Papa
You are from Ziraykoui
I play Duga for you Papa
You are from Boky
I play Duga for you Papa
You are from Boky
I play Duga for you Papa
You are from Guinea
I play Duga for you Papa

SHENANDOAH (Traditional)
O Shenandoah I long to hear you Away you rolling river
O Shenandoah just to be near you
Away we're bound away cross the wide Missouri
O Shenandoah I love your daughter Away you rolling river
For her I'd cross your roamin' water
O SENDO INDIA JAMANA KONO
KOBALE TO YE

MASALE TO YE

TAMANKA GELE DE

KOSE BALIA MANYING

SIDIKI'S TRANSLATION OF "SHENANDOAH"
Oh Shenendoah
Indian country is the river name
It is the king name too
Traveling is good
But not returning is not good

